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July 5, 2018 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

QUARTERLY REPORT 

 
Name: Tasha “Taz” Criss 
Email Address: rvc6@us.mensa.org 
Office or Committee: RVC – Region 6 
Report Time Period: March 2018 – July 2018 

 
What are the specific accomplishments, projects or activities that you have had for the reporting 
period?  
 

I have written four RVC columns (April, May, June, and July) as well as my annual report for the 
membership. I attended the March AMC meeting in Denver, CO. I participated in the April AMC 
teleconference.  
 
At Gulf Coast Mensa’s Regional Gathering in May, I hosted a Meet the AMC session with First Vice Chair 
Lori Norris, RVC 2 Jason Seiler, and Executive Director Trevor Mitchell. 
 
In addition to my duties as RVC, I have participated as a member of the Finance Committee and chaired 
the now-dissolved Site Selection Committee, the newly-formed Events Committee, and the Leadership 
Development Committee.  
 

 
How do they tie in with the AML Strategic Plan?  

 

Membership – meeting members from around the region and country 
 
Finance – participation as a member of the Finance Committee 
 
Governance – participation as a member of the AMC and other committees 
 
Leadership Development – see the LD Committee report 
 

 
If you have a strategic plan or goals for your region, how do they tie into your regional plan?  

 

I want to facilitate as many inter-group connections as possible within the region, for members and 
officers. It is my firm belief that by sharing ideas and best practices between local groups, all groups can 
benefit. 
 

 
Are there any things that happened in your region that particularly stand out, and why? If yes, 
please include information on whether they are positive, negative or neutral and how broadly 
applicable you consider them to be (e.g. exportable to other regions).  
 
Central Oklahoma Mensa has been working hard to get themselves back into compliance with their own 
bylaws regarding officers. I appreciate their efforts to make sure they do things in the proper manner. 
 

 

What ongoing or future projects do you have planned, and in what timeframe? 
 
I am working out my post-AG travel schedule. I plan to visit some of the more remote areas in chapters 
where I have already been to the major population centers. 
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What methods, goals, performance indicators and/or measures are you using to determine the 
success of your program? Please include both previous quarter progress toward goals and 
specific goals in the upcoming quarter.  
 
I continue to use direct correspondence with my local groups’ officers to seek out both problems and 
opportunities within the region. I will also continue to make myself available for as many in-person 
meetings around the region as possible. 
 

 
What additional information, assistance or policies do you need to accomplish these projects?  
 

None at this time. 
 

 
If appropriate to your position, how were your discretionary funds spent this quarter? How did 
this benefit Mensa/your region?  

 

I did not spend any discretionary funding this quarter. I did provide $400 to Central Oklahoma Mensa for 
a Music Night they held featuring professional musicians and their own members performing for the 
group. 
 

 
Additional comments:  
 
I want to again praise the national bylaws committee and the work they do. They have continued to assist 
my local groups in their efforts to revise their bylaws. 


